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When the radii a, a' are nearly equal, the thickness of the shell is very small and the capacity is very great. Putting x = (of — a)/a, the capacity becomes
r -
"
We may deduce this result from Art. 417. The capacity is there proved to be approximately 8/4^6, where the area S = Ztral and the thickness 8 = a' — a.
When the axes of the cylinders bounding the shell are parallel lut not coincident, we proceed in the same way. Let A, A' be the centres of a cross section of the two cylinders ; a, a' the radii, a'>a. Let JB, C be the points in which this cross section is intersected by the two rods described in Art. 407, C being inside the core and J5 in the water. Let ma, m2= -m^ be tbe line densities of the rods JS, C respectively; rl9 r2 the distances from J5, C of any point R between the cylinders. The potential at R of the electric cylinders is (by Art. 407)
F= 2m2 log r2 + 2^ log rx + A
When R is on the circle whose radius is a, we have r2/r1=a//, where / is the distance of JB from the centre .4. A similar result holds for the other circle. The difference of potentials at the two surfaces is therefore
a - ft = 2m2 (log a' If - log a//). The capacity Gf of a length I of the core is therefore
_             _
a-j8~loga'/a-log/Y/'
where /, /' are the distances of the axes of the two cylinders from the external rod J5. Since /'>/, we see that the capacity is least when the two cylinders are co-axial.
420. Nearly spherical surface. To find to a first approximation the distribution of electricity on the surface of an insulated conductor which is nearly spherical.
Let the given equation of the surface be expanded in a series of Laplace's functions
r = a{l + Yl+Yt+...} ..................... (1).
The term YQ has been omitted because all constants may be included in the factor a. The terms Y1} F2 &c. are so small that their squares can be neglected. Let the required distribution of electricity be           p = jD{l + Zli + Zz+...} .................. (2).
If the surface were strictly spherical, the distribution of electricity would be uniform and every Z would be zero. It follows that when the surface is nearly spherical each Z is of the first order of small quantities.
Let (r, 0, <£) be the coordinates of any elementary area da of

